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Field of the Invention

[0006] The present invention relates generally to photolithography methods and

systems, and more specifically to improved techniques for determining focus and

exposure settings of a photolithographic system.

Background of the Invention

[0007] Photolithography or optical lithography systems used in the manufacture of

integrated circuits have been around for some time. Such systems have proven

extremely effective in the precise manufacturing and formation of very small details

in the product. In most photolithography systems, a circuit image is written on a

substrate by transferring a pattem via a light or radiation beam (e.g., UV or ultraviolet

light). For example, the lithography system may include a light or radiation source

that projects a circuit image through a reticle and onto a silicon wafer coated with

photo resist, i.e., a material sensitive to irradiation. The exposed photo resist typically

forms a pattem that after development masks the layers of the wafer during

subsequent processing steps, as for example deposition and/or etching.

[0008] Two of the most important process parameters for controlling the

photolithographic process are focus and exposure. Focus generally deals with clarity

with which an optical subsystem of the lithography system renders an image and

exposure generally deals with the amount or dosage of light (or radiation) that is used

to form the pattem (such as the light produced by a light source of the lithography

system). Both affect the circuit pattem in a non-trivial way. For example, changes in

focus and exposure may cause changes in the resist profile, i.e., the shape of the

circuit printed in the photo resist. The resist profile is often described by three

parameters related to a trapezoidal approximation of the profile: the linewidth or

critical dimension (CD), the sidewall angle and the height. If the resist profile

changes are too great, then the final circuit may not run properly or it may not run at

all. By way of example, lineMddth is one factor that determines the speed and the

timing across the circuit and thus changes thereto may cause one portion of the circuit

to run faster or slower than another portion of the circuit (thereby reducing the selling

price of the chip since the circuit is clocked to the slower portion). As should be
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appreciated, the quality of the resist profile is directly related to the qxiality of the

etched or deposited features formed therethrough. In addition, changes to the resist

profile may cause open or shorted circuits such that the circuit may need to be

discarded or reworked,

[0009] Presently, the optimal focus and exposure settings of the lithography system

are determined using a focus exposure matrix (FEM), i.e., by exposing a wafer with

multiple combinations of focus and exposure, and then inspecting the resultant pattem

for the best resist profiles - the resist profiles that more closely match the desired or

optimal resist profiles. The inspection is generally performed by a CD scanning

electron microscope (CD-SEM) that measures the CD of the resist profile. The focus-

exposure matrix may be visualized using a Bossung Plot, The Bossung Plot generally

plots CD vs. focus position for varying levels of exposure, i.e., the varying levels of

exposure are plotted as contour lines with linewidth representing the Y axis and focus

position representing the X axis of the graph. Alternatively, the Bossimg Plot may

plot exposure vs. focus for varying values of CD, i.e., the values ofCD are plotted as

contour lines with exposure representing the Y axis and focus position representing

the X axis ofthe graph. Other resist profile parameters, for example, sidewall angle

and height may also be visualized using Bossung Plots. These plots are generally

harder to obtain since measuring these shapes is often a difficult endeavor. In most

cases, the wafer has to be destroyed, i.e., cut through, so that these parameters can be

measured. The process window of the system may be determined by plotting multiple

resist profile parameters, as for example, linewidth, sidewall angle, and height in the

same Bossung Plot. The process window is generally defined as the region of focus

and exposure that keeps the final resist profile within prescribed specifications (e.g.,

process window typically includes the optimum focus and exposure),

[0010] Unfortunately, the method described above has several drawbacks. For one,

the focus and exposure tests are performed periodically and thus the process may drift

out of control between tests. An out of control process may lead to wafers that may

need to be scrapped or reworked thus reducing yield and increasing costs. For

example, these tests may be performed at 12 hr increments, 1 day increments, 1 week

increments and the like. Another drawback is that the lithography system has to stop

production in order to perform the tests. That is, the production run must be stopped
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so that a focus exposure matrix test wafer can be inserted into the system. As should

be appreciated, stopping the production run reduces the throughput of the lithography

system thereby increasing cycle time and cost.

[0011] Attempts to remedy these drawbacks have included using a CD-SEM to

measure the CD of a pattem during a production run, and then keeping the CD within

prescribed specifications using exposure dose as a manipulated variable to affect

changes in CD. Although the focus may have a significant effect on CD, it is

assumed in this method that focus is constant and therefore does not effect the CD.

Unfortunately, however, the focus of the photolithographic system may (and often

does) drift over time making the assumption of constant focus false. Accordingly,

this method may not be very accurate since two variables (focus and exposure) may

affect the CD rather than one. Furthermore, it should be noted that it is generally not

possible to independently manipulate two variables simultaneously (e.g., both focus

and exposure) due to the fact that a single measurement type, CD, is the only

available test that may be routinely performed, i.e., CD-SEM is typically only capable

ofmeasuring CD (e.g., unless using tilted beam CD-SEM). Another method for

monitoring focus is generically based on the phenomenon of line end shortening.

[0012] In view of the foregoing, improved techniques for determining focus and

exposure settings of a photolithographic system are desired. In particular, techniques

that allow the system quick feedback by measuring or monitoring production wafers

or material so that process drifts may be substantially eliminated without having to

stop production.
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Summary of the Invention

[0013] The invention relates, in one embodiment, to a process control method. The

method includes obtaining scatterometry signals by performing scatterometry

measurements on at least two grating structures with different process responses. The

at least two gratings structures are located within the same field and in close

proximity to one another. The method also includes comparing scatterometry signals

from the at least two different grating structures in order to ascertain information

about one or more process parameters used to form the at least two grating structures.

The method further includes controlling the one or more process parameters based on

the comparison. The comparison may include determining the difference between

scatterometry signals from the at least two grating structures.

[0014] The invention relates, in another embodiment, to a method for controlling one

or more process parameters. The method includes obtaining scatterometry signals for

at least two grating structures. Each of the grating structures produces a scatterometry

signal having different sensitivities to one or more process parameters which are

desired to be controlled. The method also includes comparing scatterometry signals

in order to ascertain information about one or more process parameters used to form

the different grating stmctures. Each ofthe scatterometry targets are configured to

produce different scatterometry signals. The differences are attributable at least in

part to one or more process parameters.

[0015] The invention relates, in another embodiment, to a method of determining

optimal or best focus. The method includes forming a target group at a plurality of

focus settings. The target group containing two or more targets with different

sensitivities to focus. The method also includes obtaining scatterometry signals for

each of the targets in the target groups. The method further includes calculating

difference signals for each target group. The method additionally includes forming a

relationship between the difference signal or a property of the difference signal to the

focus settings. Moreover, the method includes determining optimal or best focus

using the relationship.
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[0016] The invention relates, in another embodiment, to a process control method.

The method includes measuring two or more measxirable patterns that are configured

to produce different scatterometry signals. The differences between the scatterometry

signals being due at least in part to one or more process parameters used to create the

mezisurable patterns. The method also includes analyzing the difference signals to

determine the best process conditions for a photolithographic process. The analyzing

step includes extracting information about one or more process parameters out of the

difference signals.

[00171 The invention relates, in another embodiment, to a target group. The target

group includes two or more scatterpometry targets configured to have different

process responses. The two or more scatterometry targets are located within the same

field and in close proximity to one another. The scatterometry targets with different

process response produce different scatterometry signals. The differences in the

scatterometry signals are attributable at least in part to one or more process

parameters used to create the scatterometry targets.
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Brief Description of the Drawings

The present invention is illustrated by way of example, and not by way of

limitation.

Fig. 1 is a process control method, in accordance with one embodiment of the

present invention.

Fig. 2A is a diagram of a pair of scatterometry signals, in accordance with one

embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2B is a diagram of a difference signal, in accordance with one

embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 3 is a processing control method, in accordance with one embodiment of

the invention.

Fig. 4 is a processing control method, in accordance with one embodiment of

the invention.

Fig. 5 is a calibration method, in accordance with one embodiment of the

present invention.

Fig. 6 is a process control method, in accordance with one embodiment of the

present invention.

Fig. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating a procedure for controlling a process, in

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 8 is a schematic presentation of a method of monitoring focus and

exposure, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 9 is a method of determining optimal or best focus 172, in accordance

with one embodiment of the present invention.
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Fig. 1OA is a graphical plot illustrating a pair of scatterometry signals

produced with a target group having targets with the same pitch but different

linewidths, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. lOB is graphical plot illustrating a pair of scatterometry signals produced

from targets with the same pitch but different linewidths, in accordance with one

embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 1 OC is a graphical plot illustrating difference signal formed from the pair

of scatterometry signals of Fig. 1 OA as well as difference signal formed from the pair

of scatterometry signals of Fig. lOB, in accordance with one embodiment of the

present invention.

Fig. lOD is a graphical plot illustrating alpha RMSD versus focus, in

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. lOE is a graphical plot illustrating alpha RMSD versus focus, in

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 1 1 is a schematic view of a spectroscopic scatterometer system, in

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 12 is a diagram of a photolithographic processing system, in accordance

with one embodiment of the present invention.

Figs. 13A-13L are diagrams of a plurality of scatterometry measurement target

groups or grating stmcture sets, in accordance with multiple embodiments of the

invention.
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Detailed Description of the Invention

[0018] The general objective of the invention is to monitor, optimize and control

photolithographic processes using scatterometry measurements and carefully designed

measurement sites. The invention generally includes measuring two or more

measurable pattems that are configured to produce different scatterometry signals.

The differences between the signals are preferably due to one or more process

parameters used to create the measurable pattems. The difference signals therefore

can be monitored to determine the best process conditions for photolithographic

process. For example, information about the process parameters can be extracted out

of the difference signals since the differences are based at least partially on the

process parameters.

[0019] More particularly, the invention includes performing scatterometry

measurements on a set of at least two grating structures that have differences that are

attributable to one or more process parameters, i.e., when the grating structures were

formed they were affected differently by one or more process parameters. The grating

structures and the differences therebetween may be produced using carefully designed

masks. The differences in the grating structures also show up as differences in the

scatterometry spectra for each grating structure, i.e., the different grating structures

produce different spectra. Like the pattems, the differences between the

scatterometry spectra is also attributable, at least in part, to the one or more process

parameters, i.e., the link to process parameters is carried through from the grating

structures to the scatterometry spectra. Because the differences are carried through,

the scatterometry spectra from each grating structure can be compared to learn

information about the process parameters used to create the pattems. This

information may be subsequently used to control the process parameters in order to

keep the quality of the process within an* acceptable level. For example, the

difference can be used to trigger an alarm, or it can be used £is input to a control

mechanism or process control system to determine correction.

[0020] In most cases, the different spectra are subtracted fi-om one another in order to

produce a difference spectrum or signal. One advantage of subtracting the two
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scatterometry spectra is that the difference spectrum or signal is somewhat immune to

other parameters of the process that effect the two patterns in a similar manner, i.e.,

the similar conditions cancel out. As a result, the difference is more heavily

weighted to the differences in the two pattems and their respective responses to the

lithography process parameters rather than other parameters of the process. In

general, the desire is to maximize differences caused by the process parameters

desired to be monitored while minimizing the differences to other process conditions

including for example other process parameters and substrate properties (e.g., film

thickness, materials, underlying structures, etc.). That is, thedifference spectra

changes because of the process parameters desired to be monitored and not something

in addition to that.

[0021] As is well known, grating structures are defined by several parameters

including pitch, linewidth, side wall angle, height, line length, volume, profile and the

like. Each of the grating parameters has different sensitivities to the process

parameters. Some of the grating parameters are robust to the process parameters and

therefore the effects of the process parameters on them are little at best. Other grating

parameters are highly sensitive to the process parameters and therefore the effects of

the process parameters on them are greater. By way of example, linewidth is sensitive

to focus, i.e., changes in focus cause changes in linewidth. When designing the

grating structures in the grating structure sets both the robustness and sensitivity of

the grating parameters are taken into account.

[0022] In the present invention, each of the grating structures in the grating structure

set includes at least one sensitive parameter that is deliberately made different

therebetween so that the effects of the process parameters on them are different. At

least a portion of the remaining grating parameters are made similar so that the effects

of the process parameters on them are similar. As a result, the measured

scatterometry spectra from each of the grating structures has both similarities and

differences. Although not a requirement, it is generally desirable to produce spectra

that are weighted to the similarity side rather than the difference side in order to allow

for a good comparison between spectra, i.e., some similarity is needed to achieve

good comparison sensitive to process differences. Simply put, at least one grating

parameter is used to produce similar looking spectra so that the spectra can be easily
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compared, and another parameter is used to produce differences so that information

can be obtained about the process parameters. In one implementation, the pitch of the

grating structures is the parameter made similar because pitch is one of the strongest

indicators of spectra shape. When the pitch is similar, some differences in the spectra

are due to at least in part to the differences found between other parameters such as

line width.

[0023] When the spectra are subtracted from one another, the similarities are

cancelled out thereby leaving the difference. Because the difference is attributable to

the process parameters it contains information about the process parameters. As

should be appreciated, the difference or some property thereof can be analyzed to

determine information about the process parameters. For example, a conversion

algorithm, calibration library or calibration curve may be used to convert the

difference signal into process parameter information. Conversion algorithms, libraries

and curves generally provide predetermined process parameter information related to

a given difference signal, i.e., this signal corresponds to a particular process

parameter. Furthermore, ifmore than two grating structures are used in the grating

structure sets or if multiple sets of grating structures are used, multiple differences can

be obtained and thereafter compared to increase the amount of information about the

process parameters. As should be appreciated, a larger number of differences

produces more pieces of information about the process parameters.

[0024] For example, difference spectras may be obtained between first and second

grating structures, between first and third grating structures, and between second and

third grating structures, and so on. Different sets of grating structures may also be

used to obtain additional difference spectras. Each of these spectras can indicate

something about the same process parameter or they can tell you something about

different process parameters. By way of example, the first one may be correlated to

focus while the second one may correlated to exposure.

[0025] In lithography, focus and exposure are two process parameters that have a

great impact on patterning of devices and therefore they are monitoring and

controlling focus and exposure is important. Each of these parameters effects the

formation of patterns including grating structures in a non trivial way. The grating
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structures therefore can be specially designed to monitor focus and exposure. The

grating structures may for example include different grating parameters that were

formed differently because of different sensitivities to focus and/or exposure, i.e.,

change depending on focus and exposure. By way of example, a first grating

structure may include a first parameter having a first value formed from a first

sensitivity to focus (and/or exposure) and a second grating structure may include a

first parameter having a second value formed from a second sensitivity to focus

(and/or exposure). The second sensitivity may be greater or less than the first

sensitivity to focus (and/or exposure). This example set may include additional

grating structures, which have different sensitivities to focus (and/or exposure) in

order to obtain more pieces of information about focus (and/or exposure). Additional

sets of grating structure sets may also be used to obtain even more information. For

example, a second set of grating structures more sensitive to the other process

parameters such as exposure may be used. In one particular embodiment, focus is

monitored with grating structures having different line widths that were affected

differently by the sign and magnitude of focus. As mentioned above, linewidth is one

parameter that is highly sensitive to focus.

[0026] Embodiments of the invention are discussed below with reference to Figs. 1-

13. However, those skilled in the art will readily appreciate that the detailed

description given herein with respect to these figures is for explanatory purposes as

the invention extends beyond these limited embodiments.

[0027] Fig. 1 is a process control method 10, in accordance with one embodiment of

the present invention. The process control method is generally configured to ascertain

information about one or more process parameters, which were used to form a pattern

on a substrate during a photolithographic process. The information may be used to

improve the control of subsequent lithographic patterning and to determine whether

the quality of the photolithographic pattem meets specified requirements. As should

be appreciated, process parameters generally refer to parameters used to control the

processing conditions of the lithography system. By way of example, process

parameters may correspond to focus offset, exposure dose, resist thickness, develop

time and temperature, post exposure bake time and temperature and the like.
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[0028] The process control method generally begins at block 12 where a mask is

designed. The mask is generally provided to produce a measurable pattern that

includes information about one or more process parameters used to form the

measurable pattem. The process information can be extracted out of the measurable

pattern in order to ascertain the quality of the patterning step or patterning system.

The mask may be a test mask used for testing or calibration or a production mask for

forming circuit patterns on a wafer. In the simplest case, the mask is designed with .

two or more masking structures, each ofwhich is configured to produce a

corresponding grating structure with a different process response. By different

process response, it is generally meant that each of the grating structures responds

differently to one or more "selected" process parameters. By selected, it is generally

meant that these process parameters are selected out of a number ofprocess

parameters. The selected process parameters are typically the process parameters

desired to be optimized, monitored or controlled. By way of example, the selected

parameter may correspond to focus and/or exposure.

[0029] In one embodiment, the scatterometry target masking structures produce

grating structures with corresponding or related parameters that have different

sensitivities to the selected process parameters (and thus different process responses).

That is, the scatterometry target masking structures create grating structures on the

wafer or substrate with corresponding parameters that change in accordance with the

value of the selected process parameters. The sensitivities may be obtained by careful

selection of sensitive parameters or by utilizing assist features that produce different

sensitivities. The parameters may for example include linewidth, height, sidewall

angle, length, feature volume, profile. As should be appreciated, each of these may

have a different response to a particular process parameter. By way of example, line

width is very sensitive to focus and thus it may be utilized to obtain information about

focus as for example the sign and magnitude of focus. The assist features, on the

other hand, may include scattering bars, serifs, cut-ins and the like.

[0030] Following block 12, the process flow proceeds to block 14 where the grating

stmctures with different process responses are formed on a substrate. The grating

structures are formed using a set of process parameters such as focus and exposure.
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In general, the grating structures are printed on the surface of a work piece when light

is made to travel through their corresponding masking structures (which are designed

to produce different process responses). By way of example, the surface may

represent an exposed layer ofphoto resist, a partially developed layer of photo resist,

a developed layer ofphoto resist, an underlying layer of the wafer (e.g., etched into

metal or dielectric) and/or the like. As is generally well known, light or radiation

induces chemical and physical changes in the photo resist that can be developed into a

structural pattern.

[0031] The grating structures are configured to produce similar but different

scatterometry signals, the differences are preferably attributable to one or more

process parameters used to create the grating structures. The parameters of the

grating structures that changes differently relative to one another is generally chosen

based on its sensitivity to one or more process parameters.

[0032] The grating structures may be printed on a test wafer as a part of a test

procedure or they may be printed on a production wafer during production. During

tests, the grating structures may be printed across the entire test wafer. In production,

the related gratings structures are typically positioned in the scribe line between

device structures (e.g., dies that define the IC). Additionally or alternatively, they

may be located within the device structures themselves. The grating structure may in

fact be a portion of the device structure. In one embodiment, the related grating

structures are all positioned in the scribe line. In another embodiment, at least one of

the related grating structures is positioned in the device structure and another one of

the grating structures is positioned in the scribe line. In yet another embodiment, the

related grating structures are all positioned within the device structure.

[0033] The related grating structures are preferably formed in the same field and in

close proximity to one another so as to minimize differences to properties other than

the properties desired to be controlled so that they are formed with the same process

conditions, fi*om the same films, from the same underlying structures, same materials,

etc. This is sometimes referred to as common mode. In general, it is desirable to

have all properties other than the properties that you are trying to control to be
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common mode. As should be appreciated, process parameters, underlying films,

surface materials, etc. can vary across the wafer and within the field.

[0034] In some cases, the gratings structures are periodic structures formed by

parallel printed lines that change differently in accordance process parameters used to

form them. Because they change in accordance with the process parameters, they

contain information about the process parameters. This information can be extracted

out in later steps in order to optimize, monitor or control the process parameter. The

lines may be governed by parameters such as pitch, line width, side wall angle, height,

pitch, top-profile (degree of top rounding or T topping), bottom profile (footing) and

the like.

[0035] The grating structures may be periodic in one direction (X or Y) as for

example a line grating, or it may be periodic in two directions (X and Y), as for

example a grid grating. Alternatively, the grating may be periodic in a direction not

aligned to the X or Y axes, but may be periodic along one or more directions at angles

to the X and Y axes, for example at 45 degrees to the X axis.

[0036] The number of grating structures within a grating structure set as well as the

number of grating structures sets may be widely yaried. It is generally believed that

the greater number, the greater the information that can be used to determine the

process conditions. However, there is typically a trade off between available space,

desired measurement time and more information. The desirable amount is typically

defined as the minimum number of grating structures that will do the job, i.e.,

provide the necessary information to optimize, monitor or control the selected process

parameters.

[0037] In one embodiment, one target (or grating structure) is constructed as a

periodic array of device structures with the same pitch, layout and critical dimensions

as the device. This target may actually be measurement area in the device or a

measurement target specifically designed for measurements. A second target (or

grating structure) is designed with the same periodic structure and layout, but with a

different line width for the most critical device feature. If for example, the critical

device feature is an isolated, narrow line, then the second target could be designed to
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be the same as the first measurement target except for making the line width of the

critical feature wider. The wider line should be less sensitive to focus than the

narrower line, especially if the narrow line is near the limit of the lithography process

capability. The best focus conditions for the device may be taken as when the width,

(or area or volume) of the narrow device line segments are maximvmi which will be

seen as when the difference between the spectral from the first and second targets in

minimum.

[0038] It should be noted that using two targets is not a limitation and that more than

two targets may be used. By way of example, second and third targets could be

designed with the same pitch but with larger and smaller line widths than the first

target that corresponds to the device structure. The best focus should correspond the

minimum difference in spectra between the targets.

[0039] In another embodiment, one target (or grating structure) is constructed as a

periodic array of contact holes with the same pitch, layout and critical dimensions as

the device. This target may actually be a measurement area in the device or a

measurement target specifically designed for measurements. A second target (or

grating structure) is designed with the same periodic structure and layout, but with a

different critical dimension chosen such that the scatterometry signal will be more or less

sensitive to the process parameter you are trying to control. For example, the diameter of

the contacts of the second target may be larger than the first target, giving the second

target less sensitivity to focus than the first target. The best focus conditions for the

device are when the diameter (or area or volume) of the device contacts are maximum

which will be seen as when the difference between the spectra from the first and

second targets is minimum.

[0040] In another embodiment, one target (or grating structure) is constructed as a

periodic array of line segments with the same pitch, layout and critical dimensions

and optical proximity correction (OPC) as the device. This target may actually be

measurement area in the device or a measurement target specifically designed for

measurements. A second target (or grating structure) is designed with the same

periodic structure and layout, but with a different OPC or no OPC chosen such that

the scatterometry signal will be more sensitive to the process parameter you are trying
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to control. For example, the line end shortening (and line end angle) of the

uncorrected line segments without OPC on the second target will be larger than the

first measurement target, giving the second measurement target more sensitivity to

focus than the first target. The best focus conditions for the device may be taken as

when the dimension, (length, or 2D, top-down area, or 3-D volume) of the

uncorrected line segments are maximum. This condition may be indicated when the

difference between the spectra fi-om the first and second targets is minimum.

[0041] Following block 14, the process flow proceeds to block 16 where

scatterometry signals are obtained by performing scatterometry measurements on at

least two different but related grating structures. The related grating structures are

deemed different because they each have different process responses, i.e., they each

responded differently to one or more process parameters. Because the grating

structures have different process responses, the scatterometry signals produced

therefrom are also different. These differences are preferably due to one or more of

the process parameters used to create the different grating structures. The grating

structures are chosen such that the resulting scatterometry signal is either more or less

sensitive to the selected process parameter.

[0042] In scatterometry, one or more light or radiation beams are made incident on a

grating structure and some or all of the scattered, reflected and/or diffracted beams

scattering from the grating structure are measured. The incident light may be directed

toward the pattern normally or at some angle to the normal. The light scattering from

the grating structure is typically scattered, reflected and/or diffracted at various

orders, i.e., angles relative to the incident light. The characteristics of the scattered,

reflected and/or diffracted light (e.g., intensity, phase, polarization, and the like) fi-om

at least some of the various orders is measured thereby forming a measurement signal

or measured spectra.

[0043] The scattering, reflecting and diffi-acting of light, and therefore the measured

spectra is generally dependent on the many factors including but not limited to: the

line widths, line spacings, the pitch, the optical properties (n(lambda), k(lambda), the

shapes and profiles (e.g., critical dimensions), height, sidewall angle, sidewall

roughness, T-toppings, footing, features, volume, etc.. Because these are typically the
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parameters that are affected by the process parameters, the measured spectra generally

reveals information about the process parameters used to create the grating structures.

That is, the scattered, reflected and/or diffracted light is different for different grating

structures and thus the scattered, reflected and/or diffracted light may be used to

ascertain information about the process parameters, i.e., there is a unique relationship

between the measured spectra and the profile of the grating structure.

[0044] The scatterometry technique used to measure the grating structure (e.g.,

periodic) may be widely varied. For example, reflectometry, spectroscopic

ellipsometry, spectroscopic reflectometry, multiwavelength reflectometry, polarized

spectroscopic reflectometry, multiangle multiwavelength reflectometry or angle

resolved scatterometry may be used. Further, the measurement may be performed in

a fixed angle spectroscopic ellipsometry mode, in an angle scanning single or multiple

wavelength mode, or in a multiple angle multiple wavelength mode. That is, the

beam(s) may be brought in at a single or multiple angles and they may be brought in

at a single wavelength or at multiple wavelengths. In addition, the beams may be

detected at a single angle or multiple angles and they may be detected at single or

multiple wavelengths. Furthermore, the intensity, polarization and/or optical phase of

the beams may be measured at different angles and/or different wavelengths.

[0045] Following block 16, the process flow proceeds to block 18 where the different

scatterometry signals are compared in order to ascertain information about one or

more parameters used to form the grating structures on the substrate. In one

embodiment, the different scatterometry signals are subtracted from one another in

order to produce a difference (portions of or the entire signal). The difference may be

in the form of a signal, spectra or value that is representative of the difference. The

difference because of the aforementioned reasons includes information about the

selected process parameters. By subtracting, the similarities of the spectra from the

grating structures are cancelled out leaving only the differences therebetween. The

difference in the signal are attributable to one or more process parameters. For

example, information contained in the spectra conceming materials or underlying

structures are largely cancelled out.
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[0046] Following block 18, the process flow proceeds to block 20 where the process

conditions are optimized, monitored or controlled based on the comparison, hi one

embodiment, the difference signal is compared to calibration data in order to

determine the effective value of the selected process parameters. The calibration data

may for example include difference signals that have been calibrated to one or more

process parameters. In one implementation, the caUbration data comes in the form of

one or more equations (difference signal(s) as a function of one or more process

parameters). In another implementation, the calibration data comes in the form of

graphical plots representative of the functions. In yet other implementations, the

calibration data comes in the form of a library. For example, the difference signal is

compared to a plurality of difference signals that were previously calibrated to process

conditions until a match is found.

[0047] The estimated or predicted values of the process parameters determined may

be used to control subsequent processing to keep the process within desired limits.

For example, the effective values of the process parameters compared with the

nominal values to produce a process parameter correction. The correction may be

used to help control the lithographic process (by adjusting the process parameters).

These corrections may be produced in a die to die mode, a wafer to wafer mode, a lot

to lot mode, other feed back control system and the like.

[0048] In another embodiment, the difference is controlled using control limits or

threshold values. For example, the process parameters are maintained within

predetermined control limits. If the difference goes outside of the predetermined

control limits then the system may be placed in alarm status so that an adjustment can

be made to correct the out of control process. One example of a process control

methodology is statistical process control.

[0049] In one particular embodiment of Fig. 1, the scatterometry signals are measured

with a spectroscopic ellipsometer as for example the KLA-Tencor ASET F5

manufactured by KLA Tencor or San Jose, CA. The signals are saved to a memory

device such as memory on a microprocessor, computer RAM, or a magnetic or optical

disk drive. The signals are compared in a computer program (or electronically

including digital or analog electronics). The difference signal between spectra from
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the grating structures is compared to a calibration curve, calibration formula or

calibration library to determine the process parameters used to create the grating

structures. The calibration may be determined empirically by measuring several sets

of grating structures with knovm process parameters, calculating the difference signal

between the pair of grating structures versus the known process parameters , and

storing the resulting calibration values derived from the calibration data. The known

errors may be a nominal parameter value or it may be measured with reference

measurement system capable of measuring the process parameter(s).

[0050] In one embodiment, the method described in Fig. 1 is used to control, monitor

or optimize a single process parameter such as focus or exposure. In another

embodiment, the method described in Fig. 1 is used to control, monitor or optimize

multiple process parameters such as focus and exposure.

[0051] Fig. 2A is a diagram of a pair of scatterometry signals SI and S2, in

accordance v^th one embodiment of the present invention. The scatterometry signals

SI and S2 may for example be produced by measuring a set of gratings structures

with different process responses. Each ofthe scatterometry signals (or spectra) is a

collection of information over different optical conditions. As shown, the

scatterometry signals have a similar but different shape. The signals are similar, but

shifted due to programmed differences in the two scatterometry signals. The

scatterometry signals can be widely varied. The scatterometry signals are generally

plotted as one scatterometry parameter P2 (y axis) verses another scatterometry

parameter PI (x axis). The first scatterometry parameter P2 may for example

correspond to SE, a, P, tan \\f, cos, R or the like while the measurement parameters PI

may correspond to wavelength, angle of incidence, or polarization angles.

[0052] Fig. 2B is a diagram of a difference signal Dl, in accordance with one

embodiment of the present invention. The difference signal Dl may for example be

produced by subtracting the scatterometry signals SI and S2 of Fig. 2A. Although

only one difference signal is shown, it should be noted that multiple difference signals

may be obtained and plotted together. Each of the difference signals can be formed

from different sets of grating structures.
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[0053] Fig. 3 is a processing control method 30, in accordance with one embodiment

of the invention. The processing control method 30 may for example generally

correspond to blocks 16 and 18 shown in Fig. 1. The processing control method 30

generally begins at block 32 where differences between two different scatterometry

signals are determined. The difference may be found between the entire

scatterometry signals or between a portion ofthe scatterometry signals. The

difference is generally determined by subtracting the two scatterometry signals.

[0054] Following block 32, the process flow proceeds to block 34 where one or more

effective values of one or more process parameters are determined by comparing the

difference to calibration data. For example, the process parameters may be extracted

from the difference spectra by utilizing an equation, graph or library that relates

hundreds of thousands of difference spectra to hundreds ofthousands of process

parameter settings.

[0055] Following block 34, the process flow proceeds to block 36 where the process

conditions are controlled in accordance with the effective values of the process

parameters. In one embodiment, the effective values are used to form a correction.

For example, the effective values are compared with the nominal values of the process

parameters. Any difference therebetween can be accounted for by adjusting the

process parameters. The correction may be inputted into the lithography system in

order to maintain the process (e.g., automated process control).

[0056] The calibration data in block 34 may be produced using a variety of

techniques. For example, the calibration data may be produced using simulation

methods or empirical methods. For example, the calibration data may be produced

using simulation methods including lithographic simulation methods combined with

scatterometry simulation methods. Lithographic simulation methods generally

produce calibration data by performing calculations to obtain the shapes of the grating

structures as a function of lithographic process parameters. In most cases, the

lithography and resist processing simulations are calibrated such that the calculated

shapes accurately correspond to the grating shapes obtained on a real wafer. One

example of a lithography simulation program that can be used to calculate the grating

element shapes for varying lithography parameters is PROLITH manufactured by
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KLA-Tencor of San Jose, CA. The simulated grating element shapes can be used as

inputs into a scatterometry simulation program to produce simulated scatterometry

spectra that corresponds to the simulated grating element shapes and the

corresponding lithography process parameters used in the simulation.

[0057] The empirical lithographic measurement methods, on the other hand, generally

produce calibration data by printing a plurality of grating stmctures on one or more

test wafers using various process parameters, determining the difference for sets of

the grating structures, and correlating the difference with the various process

parameters. As already mentioned, the grating structures are typically dependent on

the process parameters and thus changes in the process parameters cause changes in

the grating structures. In addition, the spectra are dependent on the grating structures

and thus changes in grating structures cause changes in spectra. Moreover, the

spectra difference is dependent on the spectra and thus changes in spectra cause

changes in the spectra difference. The differences may be characterized over a wide

range of values thereby forming libraries, equations or graphical plots that describe

the impact of these parameters on each other.

[0058] To elaborate, printing is generally accomplished in a layer ofphoto resist by

projecting light or radiation through a pattem of a reticle. The structures are normally

printed across the entire test wafer using a different combination of process

parameters (test matrix). That is, each structure may be printed with different process

parameter levels. For example, the structures may be printed with varying levels of

exposure and focus - for different exposure fields across the wafer, vary focus in one

direction and exposure in the other direction so as to produce a matrix of different

values of exposure and focus across the wafer (e.g., focus-exposure test matrix).

When using multiple test wafers, the same or different test reticles may be used. The

different test reticles may have grating structures with different dimensions so as to

produce a wider range of test data. As should be appreciated, different dimensions

may produce different spectra and thus different differences for the same processing

conditions.

[0059] Fig. 4 is a processing control method 40, in accordance with one embodiment

of the invention. The processing control method 40 may for example generally
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correspond to blocks 1 6 and 1 8 shown in Fig. 1 . The process control method may for

example be configured to maintain the best process conditions by controlling the

process parameter to keep the difference between scatterometry signals for the two

grating structures within a certain range. Processing control method 40 generally

begins at block 42 where differences between two different scatterometry signals are

determined. The difference may be foxmd between the entire scatterometry signals or

between a portion of the scatterometry signals. The difference is generally

determined by subtracting the two scatterometry signals.

[0060] Following block 42, the process flow proceeds to block 44 where a

determination is made as to whether or not the difference is within a predetermined

control limit. The predetermined control limit may have been established in previous

test steps or from historical production data as in statistical process control.

[0061] If the difference is within the predetermined control limit then the process

flow proceeds to block 46 where the values of the current process parameters are used

during subsequent processing. If the difference is outside the predetermined control

limit then the process flow proceeds to block 48 where the values of the process

parameters are adjusted in accordance with control limits. For example, the values of

the process parameters may be increase or decreased based on the proximity of the

difference to the established upper and lower control limits,

[0062] An optional step may be included between blocks 44 and 48. The optional

step may include alarming or stopping the process when the difference is outside the

control limit. The optional step may additionally include determining a necessary

correction based on how far outside the difference is relative to the control limits.

The correction step may include performing a conventional test matrix associated

with the process parameter desired to be controlled.

[0063] Fig. 5 is a calibration method 50, in accordance with one embodiment of the

present invention. The calibration method may for example be used to establish the

calibration data that is used in block 34 of Fig. 3. The calibration method 50

generally begins at block 52 where a plurality of sets oftwo or more grating structures

with different process responses are measured for varying process conditions. The
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measurements are configured to produce data representative of each grating structure

in the grating structure sets. The measurements may be performed on a test matrix

such as a focus exposure matrix.

[0064] Following block 52, the process flow proceeds to block 54 where differences

between spectra are calculated. The differences are found between at least two ofthe

grating structures in the grating structure sets.

[0065] Following block 54, the process flow proceeds to block 56 where one or more

differences are mapped as a function of the process parameters. For example, a

library, equation, a graph associating the differences to the appropriate process

parameters used to form the differences may be produced. By way of example, the

libraries, graphs and equations may correlate difference verses focus, difference

verses exposure, or difference verses focus and exposure. An optional step may be

included between blocks 54 and 56. The optional step may include obtaining one or

more properties of the difference. For example, the root mean square difference of

the difference signal may be calculated (RMSD).

[0066] In one embodiment, the calibration method utilizes a focus exposure matrix:

In this methodology, at least two grating structures in close proximity and with

different process responses is made repeatedly for differing levels of focus and

exposure, the grating structures are measured using scatterometry to produce different

spectra for each of the grating structures and thereafter a difference between the

spectra associated with the grating structures are calculated. By way of example, 10

focus steps and 10 exposure steps may performed across the wafer in order to produce

100 process conditions.

[0067] Fig. 6 is a process control method 70, in accordance with one embodiment of

the present invention. The method 70 is generally performed in multiple steps

including a calibration step 71a and a production step 71b. The calibration step 71a is

performed before the production step 71b. The calibration step 71a is generally

performed once while the production step 71b is performed incrementally during

production.
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[0068] The calibration step 71a generally begins at block 72 where baseline

scatterometry data is generated. This may for example be accomplished by measuring

sets of gratings structures for varying process conditions. The scatterometry data

includes signals or spectra associated with each of.the grating structures.

[0069] Following block 72, the process flow proceeds to block 74 where baseline

difference data is calculated from the baseline scatterometry data. This may for

example be accomplished by subtracting signals or spectra associated with grating

structure sets. The difference data includes difference signals associated with each

grating structure set.

[0070] Following block 74, the process flow proceeds to block 76 where the

difference data is correlated with the values of one or more process parameters. By

correlating, it is generally meant that a relationship is made between the difference

signals associated with each grating structure set and one or more process parameters

associated with each grating structure set. The relationship may be characterized over

a wide range of values.

[0071] In one embodiment, the correlation includes one or more differences as a

function of one or more process parameters (e.g., differences are dependent on

process parameters). For example, the correlation may include a single difference as

a function of a single process parameter, a single difference as a function ofmore than

one process parameter, a plurality of differences as a function of a single process

parameter or a plurality of difference s as a function of a plurality of process

parameter.

[0072] Following block 76, the process flow proceeds to block 78 where the

correlation of baseline difference data and process parameters is stored. The

correlation may for example be stored in a database.

[0073] The production step 71b generally begins at block 80 where current

scatterometry data is generated. This may for example be accomplished by measuring

one or more sets of gratings structures for cxirrent process condition settings. The
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scatterometry data includes signals or spectra associated with each of the grating

structures of the grating structure sets.

[0074] Following block 80, the process flow proceeds to block 82 where current

difference data is calculated from the current scatterometry data. This may for

example be accomplished by subtracting signals or spectra associated with grating

structure sets. The difference data includes difference signals associated with each

grating structure set.

[0075] Following block 82, the process flow proceeds to blocks 84 where the current

difference data is compared to baseline difference data that has been correlated to one

or more process parameters.

[0076] Thereafter, the process flow proceeds to block 86 where the values ofone or

more process parameters associated with forming the grating structures are

determined based on the comparison. This may be accomplished via one or more

equations, graphical plots or libraries representative of the correlation. By way of

example, conversion calculations or graphical comparisons using the functions

obtained in the calibration mode and the measurements obtained in the production

mode are performed. When using libraries, the current difference data may be

matched to similar baseline difference data and the corresponding process parameters

that produced the matched baseline difference data is selected as the process

parameters that formed the gratings structures.

[0077] Following block 86, the process flow proceeds to block 88 where the values of

the process parameters associated with the baseline difference data are outputted. The

outputted values may be used in a process control system either automatically (e.g., an

automated process control system determines the required corrections and the litho

tool makes adjustments based on the outputted process parameters) or manually (e.g.,

the value is outputted and an operator makes the adjustment decision). Alternatively,

the outputted process parameters values may be used to trigger an alarm, which

indicates that the process is out of control.
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[0078] In one embodiment, the measurements are performed with a scatterometry

measurement tool capable of measuring grating structures. The measurement tool

may be an in situ or ex situ measurement tool. That is, the measurement tool may be

integrated with the lithography tool or it may be a stand alone device. With regards to

the integrated measurement tool, the measurement tool may cooperate with the

lithography process tool to change process parameters in real time or while the wafer

is still in the lithography tool. That is, the measurement tool may provide a feedback

control signal to the lithography tool so as to correct the process parameters. By way

of example, the control signal may be used to control some aspect of the optics and/or

wafer to achieve and maintain the best possible focus. For example, the position of the

optics and/or the wafer may be adjusted so that the ideal focus plane substantially

coincides with the surface of the wafer. Alternatively, the focus information may be

displayed to an operator so that the operator may make adjustments.

[0079] Fig. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating a procedure 100 for controlling a process,

in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. In this embodiment,

first and second targets with different responses to a particular process parameter are

provided in operation 101. The targets, which are located within the same field and in

close proximity to one another, are formed from the same process parameter.

Because they are located within the same field and in close proximity to one another

they have the same characteristics, such as film characteristics, structure size and

composition. Both of the targets may for example be located in the scribeline

between devices, in the device structure it self or in both the scribeline and the device^

structure. When located within the device the target may be a portion of the device.

[0080] One example of scatterometry targets are periodic grating structures that

consist oftwo or more parallel lines. At least one of the grating parameters of the

grating stmctures was altered in a different manner by the particular process

parameter, i.e., they each had different sensitivities to the particular process

parameter. The remainder ofthe grating parameters are common mode, they are the

same for both targets. By way of example, the common grating parameters may

include pitch, materials, imderlying materials and the like.
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[0081] In one particular embodiment, the targets are formed with the same pitch and

different linewidths. For example, the first target includes a nominal linewidth, which

is strongly correlated to the dimension of the device, and the second target includes a

linewidth that is thinner or thicker than the nominal linewidth. As should be

appreciated, thinner linewidths have a greater sensitivity to focus while thicker

linewidths have a lower sensitivity to focus.

[0082] In operations 102a and 102b, an incident radiation beam is directed towards

the first and second targets A and B to measure first and second spectra Sa and Sb.

Examples of first and second spectra are shown in Fig. 2A. Operations 1 02a through

1 02b may be carried out (in series or parallel) sequentially or simultaneously

depending on the measurement system's capabilities. The incident beam may be any

suitable form of electromagnetic radiation, such as laser or broadband radiation. The

spectra Sa and Sb may include any type of spectroscopic ellipsometry or

reflectometry signals, including: tan(Y), cos(A), Rs, Rp, R, a (spectroscopic

ellipsometry "alpha" signal), p (spectroscopic ellipsometry "beta" signal),((Rs-

Rp)/(Rs+Rp)), etc. Examples of an optical system for measuring scatterometry

signals is shown in Fig. 9.

[0083] In operation 104, spectra Sb is subtracted from spectra SaIo form difference

spectra D, respectively. An example of difference spectra is shown in Fig. 2B.

[0084] Next, a difference spectra property P is obtained from the difference spectra D

in operation 106. The difference spectra property P is generally obtained from any

suitable characteristic of the obtained difference spectra D. The difference spectra

property P may also simply be a point on the difference spectra D at a particular

wavelength. By way of other examples, difference spectra property P may be the

result ofRMSE (root mean square error), RMSD (root mean square difference), chi2

(weighted by noise at each wavelength, angle of incidence, etc), average difference,

difference at one wavelength, integrated difference over a range of wavelengths,

weighted by process parameter sensitivity, an integration of averaging of the

difference signal, equal an average of the SE alpha signal, equal a weighted average

(which accounts for instrument sensitivity, noise or signal sensitivity to the process
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parameters), a squared difference signal, an average squared difference signal, and

the like.

[0085] After the difference spectra property P is obtained, the process parameters may

be controlled based on the property of the difference as shown in operation 108. In

one embodiment, the process parameter is calculated directly from the difference

spectra property P. In another embodiment, the process parameter is determined by

comparing the difference property to previously calibrated data that contains

difference properties as a function of process parameters.

[0086] Fig. 8 is a schematic presentation of a method of monitoring focus and

exposure 148, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. The

method 150 generally begins at step 152 where a first wafer is processed with varying

levels of focus and exposure. The processing generally includes printing a plurality of

scatterometry measurement sites in a layer of photo resist with a lithography system

(e.g., on a focus exposure test matrix wafer). The scatterometry meeisurement target

groups include at least two grating structures having different process responses (e.g.,

periodic structures such as line space or grid space gratings). Following step 152, the

process flow proceeds to step 1 54 where scatterometry measurements are performed

on the scatterometry measurement target groups and more particularly each of the

grating structures located in the measurement target groups. This is generally

accomplished with a scatterometry measurement tool such as those based on

spectroscopic ellipsometry or spectroscopic reflectometer (see for example Fig. 1 1 ),or

angle resolved ellipsometer, or angle resolved reflectometer. The scatterometry

measurements are generally in the form of measured spectra.

[0087] Following step 1 54, the process flow proceeds to step 1 56 where a difference

between the measured spectra is calculated for each measurement target group. For

example, the difference between a first spectra formed from a first grating stmcture

and second spectra formed from a second grating structure may be found for each

measurement target group. Following step 156, the process flow proceeds to step 158

where the differences are correlated with focus and exposure. For example, a first

difference may be correlated with a first focus and exposure setting and a second
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difference may be correlated with a second focus and exposure setting (and so on).

The difference is a function of focus and exposure.

[0088] The method continues in a separate process flow 160 that generally occurs

after steps 1 52-1 58. The separate process flow may occur during a production run.

The separate process flow 160 generally begins with step 162 where a second wafer is

processed with production focus and exposure settings. The production focus and

exposure values generally correspond to what's believed to be the best focus and

exposure for the product device on the photolithography system being used. The

processing generally includes printing a plurality of scatterometry measurement

groups in a layer of photo resist with a lithography system (e.g., on a production

wafer). The lithography system may for example be the same system used in step 152.

[0089] Following step 162, the process flow proceeds to step 164 where scatterometry

measurements are performed on the scatterometry measurement target groups. The

scatterometry measurement target groups include at least two grating structures with

different process responses. The grating structures may for example correspond to

periodic structures such as line space or grid space gratings. The measurement is

generally accomplished with a scatterometry measurement tool. The scatterometry

tool may be the same scatterometry tool used in step 1 54. The scatterometry

measurements are generally in the form ofmeasured spectra.

[0090] Following step 164, the process flow proceeds to step 166 where a difference

between the measured spectra is calculated for the grating structures located within

the measurement target group.

[0091] Following step 166, the process flow proceeds to step 168 where the

difference found in step 166 is compared with the correlation found in step 158. This

generally results in a measured value for focus and exposure. The measured values

generally correspond to the "effective" values for focus and exposure of the

lithography system although production focus and exposure values were set. As

should be appreciated, focus and exposure settings may fluctuate or change over the

course of a production run, from run to run, or the life of the lithography tool. The

best production settings for focus and exposure may be different for different
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lithography systems, due in part to different calibrations of focus and exposure

between lithography tools. It should be noted that multiple differences may need to

be found in order to solve for two unknowns such as focus and exposure. In order to

obtain multiple differences, step 166 may be repeated for multiple measurement target

groups. In cases such as this, the multiple differences found in step 166 are

compared with the correlation foimd in step 158.

[0092] Following step 168, the process flow proceeds to step 170 where the measured

focus and exposure values found in step 168 are compared with the nominal focus and

exposure values. This typically results in a correction factor for both focus and

exposure. Following step 170, the process flow proceeds to step 172 where the

production focus and exposure values are corrected using the correction factor

determined in step 170. The second process flow 160 may be performed continuously

or incrementally over a production run to ensure that the integrated circuits printed

thereon meet specified requirements. The first process flow, steps 152-158, may be

performed incrementally as needed to ensure that the correlations are accurate.

[0093] Fig. 9 is a method of determining optimal or best focus 172, in accordance

with one embodiment ofthe present invention. The method 172 generally begins at

block 174 where a target group is produced over a wide range of focus settings. The

target group includes two or more different targets produced with the same pitch but

different linewidths thereby producing targets with different sensitivities to focus. By

way of example, a first target may be produced with a nominal linewidth and a second

target may be produced with a thinner line width.

[0094] Following block 174, the process flow proceeds to block 176 where

scatterometry signals are obtained for each of the targets in the target groups (see

Figs. 1OA and lOB).

[0095] Following block 176, the process flow proceeds to block 178 where difference

signals are calculated for each target group. For example, the scatterometry signal

produced from the first target can be subtracted from the scatterometry signal from

the second target to produce a difference signal for each target group and therefore a

difference signal for each focus setting. The difference signal can be formed from the
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scatterometry signals in their entirety or it can be formed from a portion of the

scatterometry signals (see Fig. IOC).

[0096] Following block 178, the process flow proceeds to block 180 where the root

mean squared difference (RMSD) for each difference signal is calculated. RMSD is

generally well known in the art and will not be described in greater detail.

[0097] Following block 180, the process flow proceeds to block 182 where a

relationship is formed between the RMSDs and the focus settings. The relationship

may be in the form of an equation or a graphical plot (see Figs. lOD or lOE).

[0098] Following block 182, the process flow proceeds to block 184 where the

relationship is used to determine best focus. Best focus generally occurs where the

RMSD at its minimum (see Figs. lOD or lOE).

[0099] Fig. 1OA is a graphical plot 186 illustrating a pair of scatterometry signals SAl

and SA2 produced with a target group having targets with the same pitch but different

linewidths. The first scatterometry signal SAl was produced by measuring a grating

target that was produced by using a masking structure designed to produce 120nm

linewidths. The second scatterometry signal SA2 was produced by measuring a

second grating target that was produced by using a second masking structure designed

to produce lOOnm linewidths with the same pitch as the first grating target. The first

and second target were produced in the same field and thus they were formed with the

same focus setting of 0.00 jim (micron).

[00100] Fig. lOB is graphical plot 188 illustrating a pair of scatterometry

signals SBl and SB2 produced from targets with the same pitch but different

linewidths. The scatterometry signals SBl and SB2 were produced using the same

grating structure set as in Fig lOA, but with a different focus setting of 0.2 jxm.

[00101] Fig. IOC is a graphical plot 190 illustrating difference signal Da

formed firom SAl and SA2 of Fig. lOA as well as difference signal Db formed from

SBl and SB2 of Fig. lOB. As shown, the difference signal is formed by subtracting

alpha at various wavelengths between 250 and 750 nm.
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[00102] Fig. 1CD is a graphical plot 192 illustrating alpha RMSD versus focus.

In the illustrated example, the alpha RMSD was calculated for difference signals

formed at focus settings between 0.2 |im and -0.2 |iim at increments of 0.05 ^im. By

way of example, alpha RMSD at 0.0 um was produced using the difference signal Da

and the alpha RMSD at 2.0 jim was produced using the difference signal Db of Fig.

IOC.

[00103] Fig. lOE is a graphical plot 194 illustrating alpha RMSD versus focus.

In the illustrated example, the alpha RMSD was calculated for difference signals

formed at focus settings between 0.2 um and -0.2 um at increments of 0.05 um.

Unlike Fig. lOD, however, the plot shown in Fig. lOE was produced using difference

signals taken between wavelengths 450 and 480 nm rather than 250 and 750 nm as in

Fig. lOD.

[00104] Fig. 1 1 is a schematic view of a spectroscopic scatterometer system

200, in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. The system 200

combines the features of a spectroscopic ellipsometer 202 and spectroscopic

reflectometer 204, each ofwhich may be used for measuring grating structures 206

disposed on a substrate or wafer 208. The grating structures 206, which are shown in

a somewhat simplified format in the Figure, may be widely varied. The grating

structure 206 may, for example, correspond to any of those grating structures

described herein.

[00105] Both the spectroscopic ellipsometer 202 and spectroscopic

reflectometer 204 may utilize a stage 210, which is used for moving the substrate 208

in the horizontal xy directions as well as the vertical z direction. The stage 210 may

also rotate or tilt the substrate 208. In operation, the stage 210 moves the substrate

208 so that the grating structures 206 can be measured by the spectroscopic

ellipsometer 202 and/or the spectroscopic reflectometer 204.

[00106] The spectroscopic ellipsometer 202 and spectroscopic reflectometer

204 also utilize one or more broadband radiation sources 212. By way of example,

the light source 212 may supply electromagnetic radiation having wavelengths in the
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range of at least 230 to 800 run. Examples of broadband light sources include

deuterium discharge lamps, xenon arc lamps, tungsten filament lamps, quartz halogen

lamps. Alternatively, one or more laser radiation sources may be used instead of or in

combination with the broadband light source.

[00107] In the spectroscopic reflectometer 204, a lens 214 collects and directs

radiation from source 212 to a beam splitter 216, which reflects part of the incoming

beam towards the focus lens 218, which focuses the radiation onto the substrate 208

in the vicinity of a grating structure 206. The light reflected by the substrate 208 is

collected by the lens 218, passes through the beam splitter 216 to a spectrometer 220.

The spectral components are detected and signals representing such components are

supplied to the computer 222, which computes the difference signals in a manner

described above. The process parameters and process corrections may also be

calculated by the same computer or by a different computer.

[00108] In the spectroscopic ellipsometer 202, the light source 212 supplies

light through a fiber optic cable 224, which randomizes the polarization and creates a

uniform light source for illuminating the substrate 208. Upon emerging from the fiber

224, the radiation passes through an optical illuminator 226 that may include a slit

aperture and a focus lens (not shown). The light emerging from the illuminator 226 is

polarized by a polarizer 228 to produce a polarized sampling beam 230 illuminating

the substrate 208. The radiation emerging from the sampling beam 230 reflects off of

the substrate 208 and passes through an analyzer 232 to a spectrometer 234. The

spectral components of the reflected radiation are detected and signals representing

such components are supplied to the computer 222, which computes the process

parameters in a manner described above.

[00109] In the spectroscopic ellipsometer 202, either the polarizer 228 or the

analyzer 232 or both may include a waveplate, also known as compensator or retarder

(not shown). The waveplate changes the relative phase between two polarizations so

as to change linearly polarized light to elliptically polarized light or vice versa.

[00110] In order to collect more information about the interaction of the

incident polarized light 230 with the sample, it is desirable to modulate the
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polarization state of the light or modulate the polarization sensitivity of the analyzer

or both. Typically this is done by rotating an optical element within the polarizer

and/or analyzer. A polarizing element within the polarizer or analyzer may be rotated,

or, if at least one ofthose assemblies contains a waveplate, the waveplate may be

rotated. The rotation may be controlled by the computer 222 in a manner known to

those skilled in the art. Although the use of a rotating element may work well, it may

limit the system 202. As should be appreciated, the use of rotating elements may be

slow, and because there are moving parts they tend to be less reliable.

[00111] In accordance with one embodiment, therefore, the polarizer 228 is

configured to include a polarization modulator 236, such as photoelastic modulator

(PEM), in order to produce a fast and reliable spectroscopic ellipsometer. The

polarization modulator replaces the rotating waveplate. The polarization modulator

236 is an optical element that performs the same function as a rotating waveplate, but

without the costly speed and reliability problems. The polarization modulator 236

allows electrical modulation of the phase of the light without mechanically rotating

any optical components. Modulation frequencies as high as lOOkHz are readily

attainable.

[00112] In an alternative embodiment, the analyzer 232 is configured to include

a polarization modulator such as a PEM (Photoelastic Modulator) that can be

modulated electrically. In yet another embodiment, both the polarizer and analyzer

contain polarization modulators, such as PEMs, that are modulated at different

frequencies.

[00113] Because the polarization modulator 236 can modulate at such a high

frequency, the polarization modulator 236 may be used to perform various techniques,

which would otherwise be too slow. For example, the difference between the

polarized reflectivity oftwo structures may be obtained. To do this, a PEM may be

combined with an acoustic optical modulator (AOM), where the AOM rapidly moves

between the two structures while modulating the polarization state at a different (but

related, such as multiple or submultiple) fi-equency. Signals at the sum and the

difference of the PEM and AOM modulation frequencies contain useful information

and can be detected with high signal-to-noise by synchronous detection. Altematively
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the AOM on the incident beam could be used in combination with a PEM in the

analyzer.

[00114] Although not shown, the rotating waveplate may also be replaced by a

polarization modulator in other types of scatterometric systems as for example a

polarization sensitive reflectometer.

[00115] Fig. 12 is a diagram of a photolithographic processing system 250, in

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. The photolithographic

system 250 generally includes a resist coater 252 that coats a film (photo resist) on

wafer, a stepper 254 that exposes the film and a resist developer 256 that develops the

film on wafer, thereby yielding a printed pattern. In operation, one or more wafers are

sent through resist coater 252 where resist is applied thereto. Once resist has been

placed on the wafer, the wafer is introduced into the stepper 254. While in the

stepper, one or more fields are formed on the wafer. Each field includes patterns of

the product being formed and at least one measurement target group including a pair

of grating structures with different process responses. When producing product

material, the fields are generally formed using nominal production values of focus and

exposure. After the pattems have been formed on the wafer, the wafer is sent to the

resist developer 256. While in the resist developer 256, the wafer passes through a

post exposure bake 260 and a developer 262. Once developed, the wafer and its

pattem can be fiirther processed in another system. By way of example, the wafer

may be etched or materials may be deposited thereon.

[00116] The photolithographic system 250 also includes a scatterometry tool

258 configured to provide useful information about process parameters used in the

stepper 254 as for example focus and exposure. The scatterometry tool 258 may for

example correspond to the system shown in Fig. 11. The scatterometry tool 258 may

be configured to measure the latent image of the pattem, a partially developed pattem

or a fully developed pattem. If latent image, then the scatterometry tool 258 may be

placed at the end ofthe stepper 254 or at the beginning of the resist developer 256 (as

indicated by reference numbers 258a and 258b, respectively). If a partially

developed, then the scatterometry tool 258 may be placed after the post exposure bake

260 (as indicated by reference number 258c). If fully developed, then the
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scatterometry tool 258 may be placed after the developer 262 (as indicated by

reference number 258d). Alternatively, the scatterometry tool 258 may be a stand

alone tool or a tool that is integrated with a metrology cluster tool (as indicated by

reference number 258e).

[00117] Figs. 13A-13L are diagrams of masking systems capable ofproducing

target groups. The masking systems include meisking structures configured to

produce targets with different process responses. Because they have different process

responses, the differential targets and more particularly measurements taken

therefrom may be compared to ascertain information about the process parameters

associated with the process responses. For example, scatterometry measurements for

each target may be taken and thereafter a difference signal may be formed based on

the differences between the scatterometry measurements. As should be appreciated,

the difference between scatterometry measurements is due at least in part to the

different process responses and thus so is the difference signal. The number of targets

and the magnitude and sense of their corresponding differences may be chosen in any

suitable manner so that the techniques of the present invention may be practiced to

determine one or more process parameters.

[00118] The different process responses may be created by utilizing similar but

different masking structures. For example, one of the masking structures may contain

different feature parameters or assist features when compared to the other masking

structure thus making one of the targets more or less sensitive to a particular process

parameter when compared to the other target. One or more of the masking structures

may be designed with asymmetric optical proximity correction structures (or other

wavefront engineering methods or features) to provide more sensitive information on

the direction of focus errors.

[00119] The target groups may be printed on a focus exposure test matrix

wafer, a test wafer or a production wafer. The focus exposure matrix wafer as well as

the test wafer are generally used for testing the lithography equipment or producing

calibration data rather than for generating a product. Any number of target groups

may be positioned on the wafers. Generally speaking, about 1 to about 10 target

groups per field may be used on production wafers while up to lOOO's of target
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groups per field may be used on focus exposure matrix wafer and test wafers. The

target groups may be patterned using suitable photolithographic techniques. In most

cases, the target groups are printed in a layer of photo resist using a stepper or scanner

lithography system. Line end shortening techniques may be used. Line end

shortening can be used as part of a methodology for designing targets with different

sensitivities to focus and exposure. Line end shortening is commonly used for focus

exposure tracking using a CD-SEM or optical microscope. Line end shortening

techniques with positive and reserve tone measvirement structures allow the separation

of exposure from focus.

[00120] Measurements of grating target sets including both normal positive

tone grating structures and reverse tone grating structures provides more information

that may be used to provide better separation of the effects of different process

parameters, for example, photolithography focus and exposure. This concept of using

positive and reverse tone targets to separate the effects of focus and exposure is well

understood for line end shortening targets measured with optical or electron

microscopes. The effects of line-end shortening for periodic scatterometry structures

are similar, so analysis of properties of scatterometry spectra from positive and

reverse tone targets can provide information on both focus and exposure process

parameters.

[00121] Methods for adjusting the sensitivity of line-end shortening targets to

lithographic process changes by using wavefront engineering features, which may

include optical proximity correction structures, have been described previously, by

Bendik et al in U.S. Pat. No: 6,673,638, which is herein incorporated by reference.

These methods may be applied to design and produce mask structures that produce

scatterometry grating structures on the wafer that have different lithographic process

sensitivities. Bendik et al is hereby incorporated in its entirety.

[00122] Fig. 13A shows a masking system 300 for creating a target group. The

masking system 300 contains a plurality of different masking structures 302, each of

which produces a line grating with the same pitch PI, but different line widths CDl,

CD2 and CD3. As shown, a first masking structure 302A has linewidth LI capable of

producing a nominal linewidth CDl, a second masking structure 302B has linewidth
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L2 capable of producing a thinner linewidth CD2 and a third masking structure 302C

has linewidth L3 capable of producing a thicker linewidth CDS. The nominal

linewidth CDl is typically chosen to produce lines close to the design features, and

may even be a device feature. In general, nominal means that the feature is close to

process capability, sensitive to focus, but able to be printed over reasonable process

range. Because the masking structures 302 produce different line widths CD, each of

the line gratings will have different process responses. As should be appreciated,

thinner line widths CD2 are more sensitive to focus and thicker line widths CD3 are

less sensitive to focus. Because the targets have the different line widths and thus

different process responses, the scatterometry signal produced thereform will be

different. Difference signals can be generated between each of the scatterometry

signals in order to obtain information about focus. This is represented by the

following equations:

[00123] S1(P1, CDl) -S2(P1,CD2) = Dl

[001241 S1(P1, CDl) -S3(P1,CD3) = D2

[00125] S2(P1, CD2) -S3(P1,CD3) = D3, where

[00126] SI is the scatterometry signal produced by the first grating

[00127] S2 is the scatterometry signal produced by the second grating

[00128] S3 is the scatterometry signal produced by the third grating.

[00129] In order to ascertain even more information about focus, different

masking systems may be used to produce different target groups having different

pitches. For example, a first target group Tl may contain three targets with the same

pitch PI, but differing linewidths CDl, CD2 and CD3, a second target group T2 may

contain three targets with the same pitch P2, but differing linewidths CD4, CDS and

CD6, and a third tsirget group T3 may contain three targets with the same pitch P3, but

differing linewidths CD7, CDS and CD9. This is represented by the following

equations:

li

S1(P1, CDl) -S2(P1,CD2) = Dl

S1(P1, CDl) -S3(P1,CD3) = D2
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S2(P1, CD2) -S3(P1,CD3) = D3

T2

S4(P2, CD4) -S5(P2,CD5) = D4

S4(P2, CD4) -S6(P2,CD6) = D5

S5(P2, CDS) -S6(P2,CD6) = D6

T3

S7(P3, CD7) -S8(P3,CD8) = D7

S7(P3, CD7) -S9(P3,CD9) = D8

S8(P3, CD8) .S9(P3,CD9) = D9

[00130] In some cases, the masking structures may create reverse tone targets

rather than the positive tone targets. This may be done to help separate focus and

exposure information. Fig. 13B shows a masking system 310 for creating a reverse

tone target group. The masking system 310 contains a plurality of masking structures

312, each ofwhich produces a reverse tone line target with the same pitch PI, but

different linewidths CDl, CD2 and CD3 (resist width > space width). This type of

target is sometimes referred to as a trench target.

[00131] Fig. 13C shows a masking system 320 for creating a target group. The

masking system 320 contains a plurality of different masking structures 322, each of

which produces a contact or via target (cylindrical holes in resist) with the same pitch

PI, but different diameters Dl and D2. A first masking structure 322A produces a

contact target with contacts having nominal diameters Dl and a second masking

structure 322B produces a contact target having a larger diameter D2. The nominal

diameter Dl is typically chosen to produce contacts close to the design features, and

may even be a device feature. Because the masking structures 322 produce different

diameters D, each of the contact gratings will have different process responses. The

larger diameter contacts are less sensitive to focus variation. At optimal focus

(maximum device contact diameter at fixed exposure energy) the difference between

the spectra measvired for the targets should be minimum.
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[00132] Fig. 1 3D shows a masking system 330 for creating a target group. The

masking system 330 contains a plurality of masking structures 332, each of which

produces a periodic target with the same two-dimensional periodicity Px and Py and

layout, but different optical proximity corrections (OPC). As shown, the first

masking structure includes serifs 334 while the second masking structure does not

include serifs. The target without serifs should be more sensitive to focus variation.

At optimal focus the difference between the spectra measured for the left and right

measurement areas should be minimum.

[00133] Fig. 13E shows a masking system 340 for creating a target group. The

masking system 340 contains a plurality of masking structures 342, each of which

produces a periodic target with the same two-dimensional periodicity Px and Py, and

layout, but different optical proximity corrections (OPC). As shown, the first

masking structure includes cut outs or anti-serifs 344 while the second masking

structure does not include cut outs or anti-serifs. The target with cut outs should be

more sensitive to focus variation. At optimal focus the difference between the spectra

measured for the left and right measurement areas should be minimum.

[00134] Fig. 13F shows a masking system 350 for creating a target group. The

masking system 350 contains a plurality of masking structures 352, each of which

produces a line target with the same pitch PI and layout, but different optical

proximity corrections (OPC). As shown, the first masking structure includes

scattering bars 354 while the second masking structure does not include scattering

bars. The target produced by the masking structure having scattering bars should be

less sensitive to focus variation.

[00135] Fig. 13G shows a masking system 360 for creating a target group. The

masking system 360 contains a plurality of masking structures 362, each of which

produces a line target with the same pitch PI and linewidth. The first masking

structures is a grating formed by solid lines 364 while the second and third masking

structures are gratings formed by segmented lines 366. The segmentation between the

second and third masking structures are the same. The second masking structure

differs from the third masking structure in that one of these structures produces a

positive tone target and the other produces a negative tone target.
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[00136] Fig. 13H shows a masking system 370 for creating a target group. The

masking system 370 contains a plurality of masking structures 372, each of which

produces a segmented line target with the same pitch PI but different segment widths,

w. The first masking structure includes nominal segmented lines, the second masking

structure includes thinner segmented lines and the third masking structure includes

wider segmented lines,

[00137] Fig. 131 shows a masking system 380 for creating a target group. The

masking system 380 is similar to the masking system 370 shown in Fig. 13 H except

that it is configured to produce reverse tone targets.

[00138] Fig. 13 J shows a masking system 390 for creating a target group. The

masking system 390 contains a plurality of masking structures 392, each of which

produces a segmented line target with the same pitch PI but different shape segments.

The first masking structure includes nominal segmented lines, the second masking

structure includes diamond shaped segments 394 and the third masking structure

includes skinnier diamond shaped segments 396.

[00139] Fig. 13K shows a masking system 400 for creating a target group. The

masking system 400 contains a plurality ofmasking structures 402, each of which

produces a segmented line target with the same pitch PI but different segment widths,

w. The first masking structure includes nominal segmented lines, the second and

third masking structure include nominal segmented lines with narrower line ends.

The second and third masking structures differ in that one is configured to produce a

positive tone target and the other is configured to produce a reverse tone target.

[00140] Fig. 13L shows a masking system 410 for creating a target group. The

masking system 410 contains a plurality ofmasking structures 412, each of which

produces a segmented line target with the same pitch PI but different optical

proximity correction (OPC). The first masking structure includes nominal segmented

lines, and the second masking structure includes nominal segmented lines with sub

resolution assist features (SRAFs). The second and third masking structures differ in
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that one is configured to produce a positive tone target and the other is configured to

produce a reverse tone target.

[00141] Although not shown, the masking system may be constructed with

different phase shifted masking structures. For example, a first phase shift masking

structure may be configured to produce nominal minimal process sensitivity (as much

like circuit feature process behavior as possible), a second phase shift masking .

structure may be configured to produce deliberate process sensitivity (unbalanced 0,

1 80 phase zone contributions), and a third phase shift masking structure may include

binary features designed to have no dependence on feature position with focus (no

pitch walk), same pitch as the first phase shift masking structure at best focus, and

similar line widths as first phase shift masking structure at best focus.

[00142] Previously described methods of controlling processes using

scatterometry measurements have concentrated on comparison of measured spectra to

calculated theoretical spectra for model shape profiles, overlay and film stack.

Alternatively, empirical scatterometry databases have been proposed where a

collection of spectra are recorded from wafers that include process variation.

[00143] The disadvantage of the previous methods ofprocess control using

scatterometry measurements is the large number ofparameters that must be included

in the profile, and accurate film modeling to accurately determine the profile

parameters that need to the controlled. For instance, using simple trapezoidal

models for a 2-dimensional array of nominally rectangular line segments, the

minimum number of target parameters that must be included is 5. If film thicknesses

must be included as a model parameters, the number ofparameters increases.

Comparison of the measured spectra to the calculated spectra t£ikes longer with more

model parameters whether a library-based approach is used or a regression approach

is used. A second disadvantages ofthe previous methods of scatterometry

measurements based on comparing measured spectra to calculated spectra is the

detailed knowledge of the film stack, film materials, and target element profiles

required to calculated accurate theoretical spectra to compare to the measured spectra.

A third disadvantage of empirical libraries is that they require creation of a set of

reference wafers which will still be limited set that may not cover the range of process
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parameters that will be encountered in semiconductor manufacturing or process

development,

[00144] One advantage of this invention is that is does not require calculation

of theoretical spectra for model profile. Another advantage is enhanced sensitivity to

certain profile parameters or process parameters compared to the spectral matching

methods since there are no errors in the profile modeling to contribute to errors in the

measurement. Another advantage is that errors in the modeling and calibration of

scatterometry optical system contribute equally to measurements on all the

scatterometry targets and are therefore cancelled out (to first order) when the

difference signal is taken. Normal incidence measurements may also exhibit reduced

sensitivity to film variation.

[00145] Another difference between this invention and the prior art is that this

invention compares scatterometry spectra or signatures obtained fi-om different

scatterometry measurement or monitoring sites or areas within the same field to

monitor the lithography process parameters. Properties of the comparison or

difference signatures may be evaluated at a different focus setting and/or different

exposure settings for the purposes of creating a calibration.

[00146] One advantage of the within-field, neighboring target differential

scatterometry lithography monitoring method is that is may be used to monitor

lithography process parameters (e.g. focus and/or exposure) on production wafers,

enabling better process control than the prior art. Another advantage is that

lithography process monitoring may be performed more fi-equently, several times per

wafer, and several wafers per lot, every lot. More frequently process monitoring may

enable better lithography process control. Lithography process monitoring with

scatterometry method on production wafers may reduce the need for time-consimiing,

non-production tests such as focus-exposure matrix wafers and thereby increase the

productivity of the lithography process system. The prior art also requests running a

special test recipe on a wafer that cannot be sold as normal production material (may

not be production material or it may require reworking the wafer and reprocessing the

wafer as production material). Other prior art methods requires running a non-

production wafer to determine the best focus on the wafer.
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[00147] Another advantage over prior art methods that include modeling the

scatterometry signatures is the elimination of the modeling which may be complex

and time-consuming.

[00148] Another advantage over the prior art of comparing measured spectra to

saved measured spectra (measured from one or more focus-exposure matrix wafers,

for example) is that the difference signatures from 2 or more scatterometry structures

constructed on the same wafer in close proximity have l2irgely the same underlying

structures. The film thickness and film compositions under neighboring scatterometry

measurement areas are very similar and may be assumed to be the same if the

scatterometry measurement are designed with nominally the same underlaying

structures. Scatterometry signatures often sensitive to variations in the optical

properties of underlying structures, including underlying film thicknesses, film

compositions, structural features and the Hke. Comparison of measured scatterometry

signatures with saved scatterometry signatures is made more complicated by the

variation in underlying films or underlying stmctures that normally occurs within a

wafer, from wafer-to-wafer, and from lot-to-lot in a wafer production environment.

For lithography process monitoring (e.g., focus and/or exposure monitoring) one

needs to identify changes in the scatterometry signature that can be uniquely

correlated with the lithography process parameters that one wishes to monitor and

control. If the scatterometry signatures that are to be compared come from

scatterometry measurement features that differ significantly in process parameters or

material properties other than the lithography process parameters, then it may be more

difficult to uniquely identify the aspects or properties of the scatterometry signature(s)

that are due to the lithography process parameters.

[00149] Furthermore, scatterometry may be used in-line on production wafers

thus eliminating the need to stop production. That is, metrology tools based on

scatterometry may be used to perform focus and/or exposure monitoring on product

wafers to enable ongoing focus/exposvire process control and to reduce the

requirement for time-consuming FEM test wafers.
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[00150] While this invention has been described in terms of several preferred

embodiments, there are alterations, permutations, and equivalents, which fall within

the scope of this invention.

[00151] For example, multiple measurement target groups may be placed

v^thin the same field to determine the effective process parameters within the field.

This information may be used to determine deviations from ideal optical system. For

example, variation of effective focus with in the field may be analyzed to find

problems with wafer or reticle tilt, or aberrations of the stepper lens system. This

information may be used determine corrections to the stepper to minimize the effects

of the tilt or aberrations on the product wafer.

[00152] Furthermore, at least one of the scatterometry signals or spectra in the

differential measurement may be taken from an unpattemed area of the wafer as for

example an area with no resist (formed by an open mask area) or an area with full

resist (formed by chrome mask area). For example, it may be useful to compare

spectra from mostly resist structures (like contact-like scatterometry measurement

structures or actual contact arrays) with spectra from xmstructured resist areas (chrome

on mask). In some ceises, the grating structures because of their dimensions may not

be pattemed in the photo resist during exposure. In cases such as this, the

scatterometry signal produced therefrom may be compared to a scatterometry signal

taken from a fiill resist area of the wafer. In addition, it may be useful to compare

spectra from mostly open structures (like isolated lines or post like scatterometry

measurement structures or periodic gate resist device pattems) with spectra from areas

where the resist has been removed by the lithography process (clear mask, dose to

clear and develop).

[00153] Further still, although not discussed in great detail, it should be noted

that the grating structures may be formed on various layers and under layers. In fact,

the grating structures may be formed on previously formed underlying gratings

structures (re-use space where grating targets may already exits). This is generally

made possible when the underlying grating structures produce common mode

disturbances in the overlying grating structure. The underlying gratings structures

may for example be parallel to or perpendicular to the overlying grating structure.
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The underlying grating structure may be formed from various materials including but

not limited to metals such as copper. In one implementation, a crossed grating

(having lines with perpendicular orientation to the upper line grating) formed from

copper is disposed undemeath the overlying gratings structure. In another

implementation, a parallel grating formed from copper is formed undemeath the

overlying grating structure. In both these cases, the "copper mirror" enables

scatterometry on back-end layers where large impattemed areas may violate process

guidelines. In some cases it may be advantageous to ensure that the grating structures

used to create the difference signal have the same overlay or alignment to the

underlying grating to minimize the influence of overlay variation on the difference

signal to improve sensitivity to focus and exposure.

[00154] Moreover, analysis of properties of difference spectra or difference

signals may be done by fitting to a formula using the entire spectral range or one or

more wavelength regions of the difference spectra. Altematively, the complex data set

of difference spectra for a variety of process conditions may be used £is input into an

expert system like a neural network to train the expert system to "leam" the

relationships between properties of the difference spectra and the process conditions.

The difference spectra data from the production wafers can then be analyzed by

comparison to the baseline database (comprising difference spectra, properties of

difference spectra, equations relating properties of difference spectra to process

parameters, relationships between difference spectra and process parsimeters

"leamed" by a neural network system, and the like) to determine the "effective"

process parameters used to produce the production wafer.

[00155] Other methods of comparison oftwo or more spectra may also be used

instead of or in addition to subtraction. For instance, the comparison may be

performed by dividing one spectrum by another spectrum. The use of subtraction to

produce difference spectra in the examples shown above by way of illustration is not a

limitation on the invention.

[00156] It should also be noted that there eu-e many alternative ways of

implementing the methods and apparatuses of the present invention.
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[00157] For example, although the invention was primarily directed at

photolithographic processes associated with semiconductor manufacturing, it should

be noted that this is not a limitation. The invention described herein may be suitable

for a wide variety ofphotolithographic processes, including but not limited to

semiconductor manufacturing, optical device manufacturing, micro-mechanical

device manufacturing, magnetic recording data storage manufacturing and the like.

Additionally, while focus and exposure will be primarily discussed herein, it should

be noted this is by way of example and not by way of limitation. Other process

parameters that may be monitored include etch time, etch voltage bias, etch power,

and the like.

[00158] t is therefore intended that the following appended claims be

interpreted as including all such alterations, permutations, and equivalents as fall

within the true spirit and scope of the present invention.
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